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At this point in a calendar quarter, the Associates of SIA are focused on producing our SIA Perspectives, evaluating 

our theme for the quarter and designing our reports to explain financial market performances. Generally, we send out 

our communication approximately three weeks after the end of the quarter. However, in advance of our normal 

timeline, we are providing a condensed version of our work to offset the possible angst clients might feel as they 

review March 31st statements delivered to them by their custodians.   
 

We also thought clients would welcome some good news during these trying times, so we are including in this 

condensed version more up-to-date performance along with results for the 1st quarter. This good news details a historic 

rebound in most financial markets that began in late March and continued into April. Our investment discipline during 

these volatile times has helped portfolios rebound significantly. 
 

This recent volatility reminds of us of a similar period of performance in late 2018 and early 2019. In our 1st quarter, 

2019 SIA Perspectives we highlighted the sage advice from a very wise investment professional, Jack Bogle.  He was 

Vanguard’s founder and a champion of the individual investor.  He often offered this advice:   
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

In countless conversations and communications with clients during the flurry of the past several weeks, we have 

echoed this advice. We recommended that clients focus on their short and long-term investment objectives: monies 

needed for withdrawal purposes in the short-term have generated good returns, while allocations for longer-term needs 

can withstand the volatility of stock markets as we strive to earn higher absolute rates of return. 

 

Diversified portfolios have moved significantly higher in a very short period. In fact, since market lows on March 23rd, 

stocks have staged a historic rebound and bonds have also generated solid returns as noted below: 

 

 

By highlighting this recent improvement in performance, we seek to provide you with reassurance that the thoughtful 

asset allocation decisions we have made jointly are the most effective.  Knowing that there has been a significant 

rebound since the end of the 1st quarter will reduce the impact of reviewing the reports we will distribute next week. 

“Stay the course. 

It is the most important single piece of 

investment wisdom I can give to you.” 

 

Benchmark % Total Returns* 

 

                       March 23rd to April 14th  

U.S Stocks 

Large Cap  27% 

Mid Cap  30% 

Small Cap  24% 

 

International Stocks 

Developed  21% 

Emerging Markets 18% 

 

Intermediate Bonds 

Taxable    3% 

Municipal   7%  
 

*benchmarks listed on last page  
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What Happened to Financial Markets During the 1st Quarter*? 

 

The tables below provide performance returns for major asset class benchmarks.  For clients who may need to 

withdraw monies within the next three to five years, their portfolios have allocations to bonds and money market 

funds.  The chart on the left below highlights that these relatively “safe” bond and money market benchmarks provided 

very good absolute returns for 2019 and relative stability during the 1st quarter of 2020. 

 

The chart to the right reflects declines of major stock market segments for the 1st quarter of 2020 AND includes the 

outsized returns earned across all stock market segments for 2019.  Double-digit losses in just a few weeks this year is 

indeed shocking, but it is important to remember that this downswing followed an outstanding year.   

 

This is an important observation to keep in mind when assessing shorter-term performance: a simple calculation 

linking 2019 results with this year’s 1st quarter demonstrates that a diversified portfolio of 60% U.S. stocks and 40% 

U.S. bonds generated a positive return of 8% for the entire 15-month period.   

 
 

                                *  representative benchmark indexes listed below 
 

Why “Timing the Market” Is Impossible 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Benchmark Indexes used in this SIA Perspectives include: Dow Jones Total US Stock Market Index, MSCI ACWI- Ex US, Bloomberg 

Barclays: US Aggregate Bond, Global Ex-US and Municipal 1-15 year Indexes, US Treasury Bill 90-day Index, S&P 500 

Index, Russell: Mid Cap and Small Cap Indexes, MSCI: EAFE and EM Indexes. 
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          Source: WSJ 
4/7/20 

While it may provide emotional comfort to think that one could sell 

stocks before they go down and then buy them before they go back 

up, it is almost impossible to accurately time these two decisions.  

The chart to the left illustrates the difficulty of trying to anticipate 

the stock market’s direction. 
   
As a barometer of stock market performance, this chart of the Dow 

Jones Industrial Average (stocks of 30 large U.S. companies) 

indicates the daily movement up or down by this benchmark since 

the beginning of the year.   
 

Investors who got out of the market in mid-March missed a 

cumulative historic rally through early April, which included 

several days of significant pullbacks.  
 

In fact, this rebound has been so strong that the four days of trading 

for the week ended April 10th was the best week of performance in 

46 years (since 1974)! Please keep this rebound in mind when 

reviewing March 31st reports. 
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